Data on host-pathogen relationship of rice (Oryza sativa) and blast (Pyricularia oryzae) obtained in Niigata Prefecture, Japan were analyzed by virulence analysis, and analysis of distribution pattern of virulence gene numbers. The percent growing areas (frequencies) of rice varieties with various genotypes for blast resistance were obtained from statistics data, and frequencies of blast-fungus genotypes for virulence were calculated from the data from 1976 to 1986 in six areas in Niigata Prefecture. The results of virulence analysis showed that nonrandom association was found between two virulence genes, Av-a+ and Av-i+. Nonran dom associations of virulence genes were also detected by analysis of the distribution pattern of virulence gene numbers. The deviation of distribution pattern from that expected from random association of virulence genes was mostly explained by specific interaction of virulence genes, Av-a+ and Av-i+.
INTRODUCTION
Gene analysis has progressed for resistance of rice plants to blast disease 3), and determination of genotypes for resistance and virulence of almost all rice varieties cultivated and fungal isolates collected, respectively, is possible in Japan10).
The studies on race distribution of blast fungus in Japan15) were advanced by the choice of a set of differential varieties by Goto1,2) and Kozaka11), and of new sets of differential varieties with nine and twelve single resistance genes by Yamada et al.16 ) and Kiyosawa7), respectively. A decrease in the number of researchers in the epidemiological field, however, brought a decrease in studies in the field. Recently, studies on the race distribution have been continued only in a few prefectures. It is very important to devise effective analytical methods to put the data in the past to practical use and to obtain new data in the future.
Three methods for analyzing the behavior of pathogen population in the field have been proposed: the virulence analysis by Wolfe et al. 13, 14) and two methods by Roelfs and Groth12). Wolfe's virulence analysis13, 14) , in which deviation of observed frequencies of genotypes, for example, having two virulence genes from the product of frequencies of individual genes expected in random association are tested, was applied to Japanese race frequency by Kiyosawa4). Table 1 , respectively. Table 1 .
For virulence analysis13,14), observed frequencies of four virulence genes (Av-a+, Av-i+, Av-k+ and Av-z+) were calculated throughout the whole prefecture and individual areas. Frequencies expected from random association of two given avirulence loci (for example a and b) were calculated for four genotypes (ab, ab+, a+b and a+b+). Deviation of the expected frequencies from the observed frequencies was statistically tested by chi square test to detect the presence of nonrandom association. The number of virulence genes in each fungal isolate was calculated from the same data and analysed by the method of Roelfs and Groth12) on the deviation of distribution of virulence gene numbers expected from their random association from observed distribution of virulence gene numbers.
RESULTS
Change of gene and genotype frequencies of rice plant and blast fungus The changes of genotype frequencies of rice plant and blast fungus in Niigata Prefecture were observed as shown in Figs. 2 (whole prefecture), 3 and 4 (six areas). The frequencies of resistance genes and virulence genes were calculated (Fig. 5) . The frequency of the gene, Pi-i, decreased , and Pi-a and Pi-k frequencies tend to slightly decrease during these eleven years. The gene Pi-z began to increase in 1980.
As for the fungus, virulence genes, Av-a+, Av-i+ and Av-k+, continued to decrease . The gene Av-z+ continued to increase corresponding to the increase of Pi-z.
Virulence analysis The significance in the deviation of the observed frequencies from the frequencies expected from Table 1 .
random association between two virulence genes was obtained only in years and areas in which sufficient number of isolates was collected, as shown in Table 2 . When the data of the whole prefecture were examined, nonrandom associations were found between virulence genes, Av-a+ and Av-i+, in all the years tested from 1976 to 1986, but were not found in five other combinations of avirulence loci in most years tested. Some gene combinations could not be tested because of its unacceptably low frequency of the virulence gene(s) concerned (Table 3) .
Test of nonrandom association by a method of Roelfs and Groth The observed distribution of the numbers of virulence genes in isolates was compared with that expected from random association of virulence genes by the method (chi square method) of Roelfs and Groth12) on the data of Niigata Prefecture. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . During the eleven years tested, significant differences are always observed between observed and expected distributions. Characteristics of the deviation from the expected are as follows. 1) Over the eleven years, the average of the numbers of virulence genes in isolates reduced from 2. 2) During this period, the distribution of virulence genes showed bimodal pattern. a) * and ** indicate that the observed frequencies are different from the expected ones at the 5% and 1% levels, respectively. b) -indicates that the chi square value could not be calculated, because of the small number of isolates collected.
As a result, chi square values decrease from 35.52 on average of eleven years to 4.55, indicating that the nonrandom association obtained by virulence gene distribution analysis can sufficiently be explained by the nonrandom association by virulence analysis (Fig. 6) . Table 2 . Fig. 6 . Yearly difference of the number of virulence genes in isolates in Niigata Prefecture. Values on chi square tests between observed and expected (from random association) distributions are shown on upper two lines in individual figures, with year at right hand bottom: from left, chi square value, the degree of freedom and the number of isolates. In the 1st line, observed distribution was compared with the expected distribution, and in the 2nd line, observed distribution corrected under the assumption of random association between two genes, Av-a+ and Av-i+, was compared with the expected distribution (*: corrected parts by random association).
DISCUSSION
Nonrandom association: It was found that the frequency of Av-a Av-i+ genotype (2/1308) was very low in comparison with that of Av-a+ Av-i+ genotype (587/1308) through eleven years in Niigata Prefecture. From this fact, it was presumed that the nonrandom association was present between two virulence genes, Av-a+ and Av-i+. Low frequency of Av-a Av-i+ genotype was found in some past investigations11,16). The nonrandom associations between Av-a+ and Av-i+ were shown in Chiba, Niigata and Ishikawa Prefectures in 1976 and in Niigata, Ishikawa and Nagano Prefectures in 19806). This interaction of the two virulence loci was considered to be a general tendency in Japan.
The constantly low frequency of the genotype Av-a Av-i+ indicates that the selection against this genotype (specific interaction) functioned at least at or before the first year of this studies. However, it is not clear whether the function of such specific interaction was temporal or continual during the eleven years. Kiyosawa4) considered the following as causes for nonrandom association. a) Directional selection: growing of resistant varieties stimulates the increase of pathogen genotypes virulent to the resistant varieties. b) Stabilizing selection: the difference of fitness between fungus strains leads to an increase of fungus strain with higher fitness, resulting in stabilizing selection. c) Random genetic drift: when the amount of fungus overwintering or oversummering is small, the genotype frequencies are determined by survival by chance. d) Invasion of fungus from outside sources. e) Difference due to varieties from which the fungus was isolated: only isolates virulent to the varieties were collected. f) Differences due to places where the fungus was isolated: distribution of pathogen genotypes are different due to genotypes of varieties in surrounding fields, if they have specific resistance genes. g) Differences due to the season when the fungus was isolated: seasonal variation of pathogen genotype frequency was often found. h) Sampling error. i) Change of genotype frequencies due to environmental conditions. j) Error in the test for pathogenicity: the use of unsuitable differential varieties and unskilled operation lead to incorrect results. The following cause must be added to the causes of nonrandom association from the assumptions described above. k) Change of frequency of a genotype due to a specific interaction of two genes in the pathogen.
It is difficult to specify the cause of nonrandom associations that are found. However, a specific interaction between specific genes, the k-th cause, may also be related to nonrandom association found in this study.
The tests of nonrandom association by a method of Roelfs and Groth12) (analysis of distribution pattern of virulence gene numbers) were always significant in Niigata Prefecture, indicating that nonrandom association between virulence genes occurs. The mean numbers of virulence genes in isolates showed a decrease from 1.7 to 0.9. During this change, the pattern of distribution changed from one peak (unimodal) to two peaks (bimodal). This nonrandom association found in the virulence gene analysis of Roelfs and Groth12) was also considered to be explained at least partially by the nonrandom association of Av-a+ and Av-i+ in virulence analysis. Therefore, to test this possibility we drew virulence gene distribution under an assumption of random association of Av-a+ and Av-i+, indicating that nonrandom association of virulence analysis can sufficiently explain the nonrandom association in virulence gene distribution. Bimodal distributions of the number of virulence genes were first reported in a-sexual populations of rust by Roelfs and Groth12). Later, Kiyosawa8) found bimodal distributions in some prefectures in Japan. Previously Kiyosawa9) indicated that the increase of fungal propagules without virulence genes by stabilizing selection and the increase of propagules with many virulence genes by directional selection bring a bimodal distribution of virulence genes in propagules. The interaction between virulence genes must be added as a cause of bimodal distribution of numbers of virulence genes in propagules .
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